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NOTICE TO THE MARKET
TIM Participações S.A. ("Company") (BM&FBOVESPA: TIMP3; NYSE: TSU), pursuant to
article 3 of CVM Instruction 358/02, hereby informs its shareholders and the market in
general that the fluctuations in the price and volume of its shares today, may be related to a
note released by the Administrative Council for Economic Defense (CADE), the Brazilian
antitrust agency, as follows.
Rio de Janeiro, December 05th, 2013.
TIM Participações
Rogerio Tostes
Investor Relations Officer

FREE TRANSLATION:
“Cade preclude deepening of stake relations between Vivo, Telefonica and Tim
04/12/2013
The Administrative Council for Economic Defense - CADE approved, with restrictions on
Wednesday (4) the acquisition by Telefonica S/A, of 50% of Brasilcel owned by Portugal
Telecom and PT Móveis (Ato de Concentração 53500.021373/2010). The restriction
imposed by the Council aims to prevent Telefonica, which already has indirect interest in
Tim, to acquire the total control of Brasilcel, majority shareholder of Vivo S/A.
The counselors identified potential risk to competition, since Tim and Vivo compete in the
Brazilian telecommunications market and, as a result of the transaction, a company that
already has a minority stake in Tim would control Vivo all alone.
The Court of Cade decided that the business can only be authorized if the Telefonica which
controls Vivo, do not hold any financial, direct or indirect stake in Tim Brazil. Alternatively, the
acquisition may be approved by the entry of a new partner for Vivo, with industry experience
and without participation in any other phone company in Brazil in conditions prior to
operation. The objective is to have a new agent to share control of Vivo and Telefonica.
‘It is necessary a compensation, since the presence of Telefonica in Telecom Italia without
the presence of an independent co-controller partner in Vivo favors coordination between
competitors and other competitive issues in mobile telephony, the main telecommunications
market in Brazil’ said the counselor rapporteur Eduardo Pontual, while judged the operation.

The antitrust agency determined a confidential deadline for one of the two alternatives be
implemented and then acquisition to be approved.
Another case - The necessity to keep the groups of companies Vivo and Tim separated was
determined by Cade in another decision issued on Wednesday (4). By the Order No. 434,
Telefonica was fined in R$15 million because of the increase in the improper indirect interest
in Tim. This is a contract that enables the increase of the interests of Telefonica in Telco,
even contemplating the possibility of acquisition by Telefonica of all shares of Telco, which
would greatly increase its influence in Telecom Italia and Tim.
The Council considered that the increased participation of Telefonica in Telco, occurred in
September this year, violates the ‘Termo de Compromisso de Desempenho’ - TCD signed in
2010 as a condition for approval of the Concentration Act 53500.012487/2007 . At that time
the Cade authorized the entry of Telco SpA (holding company which Telefonica is a
shareholder) in Telecom Italia (parent company of Tim Brasil Serviços e Participações S/A)
upon signature of the TCD , which contains a series of obligations to maintain separated and
independent the activities of the groups Telefonica (Vivo) and Telecom Italia (Tim) .
The president of the Agency and rapporteur of the order, Vinicius Marques de Carvalho, said
there is no provision in the TCD that gives margin to closer ties between competitors, since
‘any change in the share capital of Telefónica in Telecom Italia could undermine the
competitive market equilibrium.’
Besides the fine for breach of the TCD, CADE also determined that improper increase in
shareholding of Telefonica in the total capital of Telco SpA must be broken. Also for breach
of the TCD, due to the hiring of a providing services company part of the Telefonica group,
TIM was fined R$ 1 million.”
Source: http://cade.gov.br/Default.aspx?2b1eec3cd54ba161b582d26dc083

